
CONCENTRATION

RINSING (AFTER 4 HOURS OF CONTINUOUS RUNNING)

WASHING (AFTER EACH DAY)

2.

3.

4.

1 - Open the feed valve from the sap tank; 
2 - Install the permeate pipe in the permeate tank;
3 - Install the concentrate pipe in concentrate tank or 
       directly in the evaporator;
4 - Close the concentrate valve; (V1)
5 - Start osmosis with the selector, hold it until you reach 60 psi.

1 - Close the valve from sap tank;
2 - Open the feed valve from the permeate tank;
3 - Put permeate pipe in the drain;
4 - Put concentrate pipe in the drain;     
5 - Start osmosis & open the concentration valve; (V1)
6 - Circulate 50 gal. of permeate.

1 - Fill up washing tank with 5 gal. of permeate
       (tank must be installed 1 foot higher than pump);
2 - Put permeate, concentrate & feeding pipes in the  
       washing tank;   
3 - Start osmosis & open the concentration valve afterwards; (V1)
4 - Add 2 oz. of Bio-Membrane into the CIP tank;
5 - Keep running for 25 minutes or until the temperature  
       reaches 104°F (40°C);
6 - Stop the machine once it reached 104°F  
       (the RO won’t stop itself automatically, you need to do it  
        manually or you could damage it);
7 - Do a permeate rinse (50 gal.).

USER GUIDE - MINI RO 4

STARTUP & INITIAL RINSE1.
1 - Make sure the pump is not frozen; 
2 - Install a new prefilter; (F1)
3 -  Open the feed valve from the permeate tank; (V1)
4 - Close all the drain valves & close concentrate valve;
5 - Start the system and hold the switch until you reach 60 psi;
 6 - Open the concentrate valve to flush and circulate 50 gal. of permeate;
 7 -  To stop the RO, close the feed valve. (V01)
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V1       = Concentration control valve 
F1        = 5 microns filter 20’’
M1      = Pressure dial for before pre-filter
M2      = Pressure dial for after pre-filter
T1      = Temperature dial
V01   = Feed check valve
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